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Åsa Bonelli

Feel good/Relationship Drama
______________________________________________________________________
Åsa Bonelli’s debut novel, Stay before you go, has been described as a norm breaking love
story set in the Stockholmian archipelago. The sequel, At moment’s end, we revisit Malin’s life
and what happens at that one pivotal moment.
– What is socially accepted when it comes to relationships has always intrigued me and this is
why I wanted to write this story. I want the reader to think: ”What would I do and how would I
react?, says Åsa, who just finished the third and final novel about Malin called When you and me
become we, and is due to be published in 2019 in Sweden.
All of the three novels about Malin take on the issue of the good-girl-syndrome, norm breaking
relationships and the question if it is all right to put one self first, no matter what.
In addition to this Åsa is debuting as a thriller writer with the chilling psych drama Remember
Your Mortality and she has written the immensely popular short story My as in @my_story as a
commission for Word Audio Publishing.
Åsa is born in 1968 and lives in Stockholm with her husband and has two grown kids.

Said about Åsa’s work:
"Stay before you go is the one summer must read of the year. In he debut Åsa provides you with a story
way beyond the usual humdrum. This is a feel good novel set in the beautiful bright archipelago of
Stockholm but with dark clouds looming in the horizon.” – Jenny Magnusson, Bokmalen
”Åsa Bonelli hits all the classic marks of a great story; a broken heart, the beautiful nature of the
archipelago and a strong bond of friendship. Butt hen she spices things up with a touch of forbidden love
and a good pinch of lust. This mixture becomes a feel good story at it’s best.” – Blekinge Läns Tidning
”At moment’s end is a strong, gripping and captivating read” – Jenny’s Boklista
”A grand tale about the many layers of love and a wonderful soul searching story about a woman finding
her own path and place in life.” Eva Swedenmark, journalist
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